1 Luck and ethics

'But human excellence grows like a vine tree, fed by the green dew, raised up, among wise men and just, to the liquid sky.' So Pindar displays a problem that lies at the heart of Greek thought about the good life for a human being. He is a poet who has dedicated his career to writing lyric odes in praise of human excellence. This career presupposes, on the part of both poet and audience, the belief that the excellence of a good person is something of that person's own, for whose possession and exercise that person can appropriately be held accountable. He has just been praying to die as he had lived, as one 'who praised what deserves praise and sowed blame for wrong-doers'. His 'but', which might equally well be translated 'and', both continues and qualifies that prayer. The excellence of the good person, he writes, is like a young plant: something growing in the world, slender, fragile, in constant need of food from without. A vine tree must be of good stock if it is to grow well. And even if it has a good heritage, it needs fostering weather (gentle dew and rain, the absence of sudden frosts and harsh winds), as well as the care of concerned and intelligent keepers, for its continued health and full perfection. So, the poet suggests, do we. We need to be born with adequate capacities, to live in fostering natural and social circumstances, to stay clear of abrupt catastrophe, to develop confirming associations with other human beings. The poem's next lines are, 'We have all kinds of needs for those we love: most of all in hardships, but joy, too, strains to track down eyes that it can trust.' Our openness to fortune and our sense of value, here again, both render us dependent on what is outside of us: our openness to fortune, because we encounter hardships and can come to need something that only another can provide; our sense of value, because even when we do not need the help of friends and loved ones, love and friendship still matter to us for their own sake. Even the poet's joy is incomplete without the tenuous luck of seeing it confirmed by eyes on whose understanding, good will, and truthfulness he can rely. His joy is like a hunter, straining on the track of an elusive quarry. Much of the poem has been about envy, the way lies can make the world rotten. The one trusted friend invoked by the poet is dead, beyond the reach even of his poetic words. And all these needs for all these things that we do not humanly control are pertinent, clearly, not only to feelings of contentment or happiness. What the external nourishes, and even helps to constitute, is excellence or human worth itself.

The vine-tree image, standing near the poem's end, between the wish to die a praiser of goodness and the invocation of the dead friend, confronts us with
a deep dilemma in the poet's situation, which is also ours. It displays the thorough
intermingling of what is ours and what belongs to the world, of ambition and
vulnerability, of making and being made, that are present in this and in any human
life. In so doing, it asks a question about the beliefs that sustain human ethical
practices. How can Pindar be a praise poet, if human goodness is nourished, and
even constituted, by external happenings? How can we be givers and receivers
of praise, if our worth is just a plant in need of watering? The audience is invited
to inspect its own self-conception. To what extent can we distinguish between what
is up to the world and what is up to us, when assessing a human life? To what
extent must we insist on finding these distinctions, if we are to go on praising as
we praise? And how can we improve this situation, making progress by placing
the most important things, things such as personal achievement, politics, and love,
under our control?

The problem is made more complex by a further implication of the poetic image.
It suggests that part of the peculiar beauty of human excellence just is its
vulnerability. The tenderness of a plant is not the dazzling hardness of a gem.
There seem to be two, and perhaps two incompatible, kinds of value here. Nor,
perhaps, is the beauty of a true human love the same as that of the love of two
immortal gods, only shorter. The liquid sky that covers these people and
circumscribes their possibilities also lends to their environment a quick, gleaming
splendor that would not, we suspect, be the climate of heaven. (A later poet will
speak of the moist, 'dewy' freshness of the young Ganymede drying himself after
a bath — as a beauty and a sexuality gone from him from the moment that the god,
out of love, gave him immortality, dooming his own passion.) Human excellence
is seen, in Pindar's poem and pervasively in the Greek poetic tradition, as
something whose very nature it is to be in need, a growing thing in the world
that could not be made invulnerable and keep its own peculiar fineness. (The hero
Odysseus chose the mortal love of an aging woman over Calypso's unchanging
splendor.) The contingencies that make praise problematic are also, in some as
yet unclear way, constitutive of that which is there for praising.

If this picture of the passive vine tree begins to strike us as incompatible with
some aspiration we have for ourselves as human agents (and so it is likely to have
struck this poem's audience), there is the consolation that, so far, Pindar has
apparently left something out. However much human beings resemble lower
forms of life, we are unlike, we want to insist, in one crucial respect. We have
reason. We are able to deliberate and choose, to make a plan in which ends are
ranked, to decide actively what is to have value and how much. All this must
count for something. If it is true that a lot about us is messy, needy, uncontrolled,
rooted in the dirt and standing helplessly in the rain, it is also true that there is
something about us that is pure and purely active, something that we could think
of as 'divine, immortal, intelligible, unitary, indissoluble, ever self-consistent and
invariable'. It seems possible that this rational element in us can rule and guide
the rest, thereby saving the whole person from living at the mercy of luck.

This splendid and equivocal hope is a central preoccupation of ancient Greek
thought about the human good. A raw sense of the passivity of human beings and their humanity in the world of nature, and a response of both horror and anger at that passivity, lived side by side with and nourished the belief that reason's activity could make safe, and thereby save, our human lives — indeed, must save them, if they were to be humanly worth living. This need for a livable life preoccupied most of the early Greek thinkers, including some whom tradition calls philosophers and some who usually receive other titles (for example poet, dramatist, historian). Indeed, it was this need above all that seems to have motivated the founders of a human and ethical philosophy to press their search for a new art that would make progress beyond ordinary beliefs and practices; and the Greek philosophical tradition always remained centrally dedicated to the realization of a good human life, even, frequently, in its pursuit of metaphysical and scientific inquiries.

But on the other side of this pursuit of self-sufficiency, complicating and constraining the effort to banish contingency from human life, was always a vivid sense of the special beauty of the contingent and the mutable, that love for the riskiness and openness of empirical humanity which finds its expression in recurrent stories about gods who fall in love with mortals. The question of life-saving thus becomes a delicate and complicated one for any thinker of depth. It becomes, in effect, the question of the human good: how can it be reliably good and still be beautifully human? It was evident to all the thinkers with whom we shall be concerned that the good life for a human being must to some extent, and in some ways, be self-sufficient, immune to the incursions of luck. How far a life can and how far it should be made self-sufficient, what role reason plays in the search for self-sufficiency, what the appropriate kind of self-sufficiency is for a rational human life — these questions elicited and became a part of the general question: who do we think we are, and where (under what sky) do we want to live?

This book will be an examination of the aspiration to rational self-sufficiency in Greek ethical thought: the aspiration to make the goodness of a good human life safe from luck through the controlling power of reason. I shall use the word 'luck' in a not strictly defined but, I hope, perfectly intelligible way, closely related to the way in which the Greeks themselves spoke of τυχή. I do not mean to imply that the events in question are random or uncaused. What happens to a person by luck will be just what does not happen through his or her own agency, what just happens to him, as opposed to what he does or makes. In general, to eliminate...
luck from human life will be to put that life, or the most important things in it, under the control of the agent (or of those elements in him with which he identifies himself), removing the element of reliance upon the external and undependable that was captured in the plant image. And my general question will be, how much luck do these Greek thinkers believe we can humanly live with? How much should we live with, in order to live the life that is best and most valuable for a human being?

This question was, as I have said, central for the Greeks. I have already suggested that I believe it to be important for us as well. But in some periods of history it would have been thought not to be a genuine question at all. The enormous influence of Kantian ethics* on our intellectual culture has led to a long-standing neglect of these issues in work on Greek ethics. When they are treated, it is often suggested that the way the Greeks pose the problems of agency and contingency is primitive or misguided. For the Kantian believes that there is one domain of value, the domain of moral value, that is altogether immune to the assaults of luck. No matter what happens in the world, the moral value of the good will remains unaffected. Furthermore, the Kantian believes that there is a sharp distinction to be drawn between this and every other type of value, and that moral value is of overwhelmingly greater importance than anything else. If these beliefs are all true, then an inquiry such as ours can only serve to uncover false beliefs about the important and true beliefs about the trivial. It can show that Greek thinkers held the false and primitive view that moral value is vulnerable to luck; and it can show that they had the true but relatively unimportant belief that other sorts of value are vulnerable. It will surely reveal, in the process, the
each of the plays that we shall discuss, a woman defends her claim to moral and political equality. Plato has a good claim to be called the first feminist philosopher – though his position is more radical still: for it is the denial that the body, therefore gender, is of any ethical significance at all (cf. Ch. 5). He is also the first thinker I know who pointed out that feminism ought to lead to changes in unmarked linguistic gender. At Republic 540c, Socrates expresses concern that Glaucon’s failure to use both masculine and feminine participles, when referring to the rulers, may give rise to the false impression that they are talking only about males. Aristotle’s conspicuous anti-feminism is an issue that we shall discuss. My first idea, as I considered these questions, was to adopt the completely arbitrary ‘solution’ of using ‘he’ as unmarked in even-numbered chapters, ‘she’ in odd. But this proved distracting and harsh to readers of widely varying political beliefs. Nor, clearly, was it a solution that the natural language could ever adopt. I therefore decided, on reflection, to follow Plato’s practice in the above-mentioned passage, by using ‘he or she’ fairly frequently, in order to remind the reader not to think of men only, but reverting (as Plato does) to the masculine in between, in order to avoid cumbersome sentence rhythms. I have also been sensitive to the context – since there is no use pretending that ‘he or she’ is appropriate when speaking of an Aristotelian ruler as imagined by Aristotle; whereas there is great use in employing this form for Plato.

* There are of course several other post-classical views that would significantly affect the appreciation of these questions: for example Stoic and Christian views concerning divine providence and Christian views concerning the relationship between human goodness and divine grace. I focus on the influence of Kant because, as I shall go on to show (especially in Chapters 2, 11, 12, 13, and Interlude 2), Kantian views have profoundly affected the criticism and evaluation of these Greek texts; and it is the pervasive influence of these views in our time that constitutes the greatest obstacle to a proper estimation of the texts’ importance. Except in Chapter 2, where I do discuss Kant’s views about conflict of obligation, I speak of ‘Kantians’ and Kant’s influence, rather than of Kant’s usually more complex and subtle positions.
primitive character of an ethical thought that does not even attempt to make a
sharp distinction between moral value and other types of value. When the truth
of these Kantian beliefs, and the importance of the Kantian distinction between
moral and non-moral value,* are taken as the starting-point for inquiry into Greek
views of these matters,* the Greeks do not, then, fare well. There appears to be
something peculiar about the way they agonize about contingency, lamenting an
insoluble practical conflict and the regret it brings in its wake, pondering the risks
of love and friendship, weighing the value of passion against its destructive
excesses. It is as if they were in difficulties because they had not discovered what
Kant discovered, did not know what we Kantians all know.

But if we do not approach these texts armed with a point of view from which
their questions cannot even be seen, it proves difficult to avoid feeling, ourselves,
the force of these questions.¹⁰ I begin this book from a position that I believe
to be common: the position of one who finds the problems of Pindar’s ode
anything but peculiar and who has the greatest difficulty understanding how they
might ever cease to be problems. That I am an agent, but also a plant; that much
that I did not make goes towards making me whatever I shall be praised or blamed
for being; that I must constantly choose among competing and apparently
incommensurable goods and that circumstances may force me to a position in
which I cannot help being false to something or doing some wrong; that an event
that simply happens to me may, without my consent, alter my life; that it is equally
problematic to entrust one’s good to friends, lovers, or country and to try to have
a good life without them – all these I take to be not just the material of tragedy,
but everyday facts of lived practical reason.

On the other hand, it seems equally impossible, or equally inhuman, to avoid
feeling the force of the Platonic conception of a self-sufficient and purely rational
being, cleansed of the ‘barnacles’ and the ‘seaweed’ of passion, the ‘many stony
and wild things that have been encrusted all over it’,¹¹ freed from contingent
limitations on its power. Plato shows us how Glaucon, an ordinary gentleman,
discovers in himself, through conversation with Socrates, an intense love for the
pure and stable activity of mathematical reasoning, a love that requires the
denigration of much that he had previously valued. Even so, as we read and are
gripped by these works, we are likely to recollect an aspiration to purity and to

* I shall, in fact, try to avoid not only the Kantian moral/non-moral distinction, but all versions of
that distinction and of the related distinctions between moral and non-moral practical reasoning,
moral and non-moral practical conflict. The Greek texts make no such distinction. They begin from
the general question, ‘How should we live?’ and consider the claim of all human values to be
constituent parts of the good life; they do not assume that there is any one group that has even
a prima facie claim to be supreme. I believe that their approach is faithful to the way that our intuitive
practical reasoning does in fact proceed, and that it recaptures aspects of our practical lives that
tend to be obscured in works beginning from that distinction, however understood. In Chapter 2
I describe various versions of the distinction and show why they would be inappropriate
starting-points for our inquiry. Our discussions of justice, civic obligation, and religious
requirement are, however, intended to satisfy the convinced partisan of the distinction that our
points about fragility apply even to values that would, on most versions of the distinction,
standardly be considered as central moral values.
freedom from luck that is also a deep part of humanness and stands in a complex
tension with other empirical perceptions. And if to feel this tension is not an
idiosyncratic or rare experience, but a fact in the natural history of human beings,
then good human practical reasoning about the self-sufficiency of the good life
seems to require an inquiry that explores both pictures, feeling the power of each.

We shall be investigating the role played by luck in the area of human
excellence* and the activities associated with it, leaving aside the countless ways
in which luck affects mere contentment or good feeling.

Central to our inquiry will be three questions. The first concerns the role in the human good life of
activities and relationships that are, in their nature, especially vulnerable to
reversal. How much should a rational plan of life allow for elements such as
friendship, love, political activity, attachments to property or possessions, all of
which, being themselves vulnerable, make the person who stakes his or her good
to them similarly open to chance? These ‘external goods’ can enter into the
excellent life not only as necessary instrumental means to good living but also,
if we value them enough, as ends in themselves; their contingent absence, then,
may deprive the agent not only of resources but of intrinsic value itself and living
well itself. Is all of this reason not to ascribe such value to them or to include
them as components in a rational plan?

Closely connected with the question about the individual constituents of the
good life is our second question, which concerns the relationship among these

* Excellence (arete) should here be understood broadly, not as presupposing any separation of a special
group of moral excellences; we so far include all features of persons in virtue of which they live
and act well, i.e. so as to merit praise. We thus include, at the least, both what Aristotle would
call ‘excellences of character’ (a group not equivalent to the ‘moral virtues’, although this phrase
is the most common English translation – cf. Ch. 11) and Aristotle’s other major group, the
excellences of the intellect.

† Some texts we shall discuss are rendered obscure on this point by the common translation of Greek
*eudaimonia* by English ‘happiness’. Especially given our Kantian and Utilitarian heritage in moral
philosophy, in both parts of which ‘happiness’ is taken to be the name of a feeling of contentment
or pleasure, and a view that makes happiness the supreme good is assumed to be, by definition,
a view that gives supreme value to psychological states rather than to activities, this translation
is badly misleading. To the Greeks, *eudaimonia* means something like ‘living a good life for a human
being’; or, as a recent writer, John Cooper, has suggested, ‘human flourishing’. Aristotle tells us
that it is equivalent, in ordinary discourse, to ‘living well and doing well’. Most Greeks would
understand *eudaimonia* to be something essentially active, of which praiseworthy activities are not
just productive means, but actual constituent parts. It is possible for a Greek thinker to argue that
*eudaimonia* is equivalent to a state of pleasure; to this extent activity is not a conceptual part of the
notion. But even here we should be aware that many Greek thinkers conceive of pleasure as
something active rather than static (cf. Ch. 3); an equation of *eudaimonia* with pleasure might, then,
not mean what we would expect it to mean in a Utilitarian writer. The view that *eudaimonia* is
equivalent to a state of pleasure is an unconventional and prima facie counterintuitive position in
the Greek tradition (cf. Ch. 4). A very common position would be Aristotle’s, that *eudaimonia*
consists in activity according to excellence(s). In the terms of this view, then, we shall be
investigating the ways in which luck affects *eudaimonia* and the excellences that are its basis. Where
it is important for clarity of our argument, the Greek word will be left untranslated.

I shall also be leaving aside one part of the question about excellence, namely the luck of birth
or constitution – the role of factors the agent does not control in endowing him with the various
initial abilities requisite for living humanly well. I shall only assume, as the texts assume, that the
answer to this question is not such as to close off all of our other questions.
components. Do they coexist harmoniously, or are they capable, in circumstances not of the agent’s own making, of generating conflicting requirements that can themselves impair the goodness of the agent’s life? If an agent ascribes intrinsic value to, and cares about, more than one activity, there is always a risk that some circumstances will arise in which incompatible courses of action are both required; deficiency therefore becomes a natural necessity. The richer my scheme of value,* the more I open myself to such a possibility; and yet a life designed to ward off this possibility may prove to be impoverished. This problem is connected with the first in several ways. For a life centered around activities that are always in the agent’s power to pursue regardless of circumstances will give few opportunities for conflict; and strategies of reason adopted to minimize conflict will significantly (as we shall see) diminish the fragility of certain important values, taken singly.

We have spoken so far of what we might call ‘external contingency’—of luck coming to the agent from the world outside of him, and from his own value system insofar as it links him to the outside. This will be the primary focus of our concern. But we must also raise a third problem, concerning the relationship between self-sufficiency and the more ungovernable parts of the human being’s internal makeup. We will be led by our other two problems to ask, in particular, about the ethical value of the so-called ‘irrational parts of the soul’: appetites, feelings, emotions. For our bodily and sensuous nature, our passions, our sexuality, all serve as powerful links to the world of risk and mutability. The activities associated with the bodily desires not only exemplify mutability and instability in their own internal structure; they also lead us and bind us to the world of perishable objects and, in this way, to the risk of loss and the danger of conflict. The agent who ascribes value to activities connected with the appetites and emotions will eo ipso be depending on the external, upon resources and other persons, for his possibilities of ongoing good activity. Furthermore, these ‘irrational’ attachments import, more than many others, a risk of practical conflict and so of contingent failure in virtue. And even when passional activities are not deemed in themselves valuable, the passions can still figure as sources of disruption, disturbing the agent’s rational planning as if from without and producing distortion of judgment, inconstancy or weakness in action. To nourish them at all is thus to expose oneself to a risk of disorder or ‘madness’.14 We need to ask, then, whether a restructuring of the human being, a transformation or suppression of certain familiar parts of ourselves, could lead to greater rational control and self-sufficiency, and whether this would be the appropriate form of self-sufficiency for a rational human life.

To ask any of these three questions is, of course, also to ask about a conception

* Anyone who is dubious about the use of the English word ‘value’ where Greek ethical texts are concerned will, I hope, be reassured as we go along, as it becomes clear why this is an appropriate notion to use to render certain Greek ethical terms. There is no one word for which ‘value’ is always and only the appropriate translation; but it is frequently the best word for certain uses of ‘agathon’, ‘good’, and especially ‘kalon’, ‘fine’, ‘intrinsically good’.12 Other relevant locutions are ‘that which is worthy (axion)’, ‘that which is choice-worthy (haireton)’, and various verbal locutions involving words of estimating, esteeming, choosing.
of human reason. If it is reason, and reason's art, philosophy, that are supposed to save or transform our lives, then, as beings with an interest in living well, we must ask what this part of ourselves is, how it works to order a life, how it is related to feeling, emotion, perception. The Greeks characteristically, and appropriately, link these ethical questions very closely to questions about the procedures, capabilities, and limits of reason. For it is their instinct that some projects for self-sufficient living are questionable because they ask us to go beyond the cognitive limits of the human being; and, on the other hand, that many attempts to venture, in metaphysical or scientific reasoning, beyond our human limits are inspired by questionable ethical motives, motives having to do with closedness, safety, and power. Human cognitive limits circumscribe and limit ethical knowledge and discourse; and an important topic within ethical discourse must be the determination of an appropriate human attitude towards those limits. For both of these reasons our ethical inquiry will find it necessary to speak about first principles, truth, and the requirements of discourse.

This book will describe, usually in historical order, a sequence of interrelated reflections on these problems in works of the three great tragic poets, Plato, and Aristotle. Rather than attempting a systematic account of what every major Greek thinker had to say on this question, I have chosen to study in detail a group of texts that seem to me salient and representative. To summarize briefly, I shall describe the exploration of our problems in several fifth-century tragedies, which will insist on the irreducible role of luck in shaping human life and its value; then, Plato's heroic attempt, in middle-period dialogues, to save the lives of human beings by making them immune to luck; finally, Aristotle's return to many of the insights and values of tragedy, as he articulates a conception of practical rationality that will make human beings self-sufficient in an appropriately human way. But this simple structure is complicated by the fact that all of these works contain within themselves more than one position on the issues. The tragedies characteristically show a struggle between the ambition to transcend the merely human and a recognition of the losses entailed by this ambition. Nor do Plato's dialogues simply argue for their revisionary ethical conception; instead Plato uses the dialogue form to show us a confrontation of positions, making clear to us what any 'solution' risks losing or giving up. And in the later Phaedrus we see in addition, as I shall argue, an explicit criticism of the way in which the opposition of positions itself had been conceived in early dialogues. Aristotle's announced procedure is to work through conflicting positions, assessing and responding to their force; nor is his own 'solution' without its inner tensions and divisions. This all means that, although the account will have an overall direction, the movement between ambition and return, transcendence and acceptance, is also present, at the same time, in almost every individual section.

In Chapters 2 and 3, I consider the depiction of human exposure to fortune in three tragedies, particularly with reference to the problem of contingent conflict of values. (Consideration of this problem leads, however, into a discussion of the
fragility of certain individual values, since it emerges that the values that most
often generate conflict are also among the most vulnerable, taken singly.)
Especially in Chapter 2, I try to show ways in which a Kantian approach to
problems of luck has impeded our understanding of the Greek texts; I present
the Aeschylean characterization of the problems as a compelling alternative to
Kantian and related accounts. In Chapter 3, extending these reflections about
individual cases of practical conflict, I look at the aspiration to plan the entire
course of a life so as to minimize the risk of such conflicts. I find more than one
form of this aspiration in Sophocles' *Antigone*. I examine the play’s depiction of
values as plural and incommensurable, its criticisms of the human ambition to
master luck by simplifying our commitments to value. At the same time I try to
show the underlying continuity between Aeschylus and Sophocles in their
approach to the issues.

In Chapter 4, turning to Plato, I argue that the account of a science of practical
reasoning in the *Protagoras* is a response to the same problems that had
preoccupied the tragedians and a development of strategies for the defeat of luck
that had been proposed within their dramas. This chapter is particularly important
not only because it shows this continuity between Plato’s motivations and the
literary tradition, but also because it displays clearly the interrelationships among
our three problems, showing how a strategy adopted for the elimination of
incommensurability and conflict among values also renders individual values more
stable. Furthermore, by reshaping the nature of our attachments, it transforms
the passions, our internal sources of disorder. Chapters 5 and 6 show how Plato
develops these ideas in dialogues of his middle period: *Phaedo, Republic,* and
*Symposium.* (The first transitional Interlude raises questions about the dialogue
form as an alternative to tragic drama, showing how Plato’s choice of literary
form is closely bound up with his views about ethical content.) Chapter 5 analyzes
the defense, in *Phaedo* and *Republic,* of a life of self-sufficient contemplation, in
which unstable activities and their objects have no intrinsic value. Chapter 6
studies the *Symposium*’s account of these issues in the area of personal love.
Although these chapters are most prominently concerned with the vulnerability
of individual values, the problem of value conflict is never far away; its relevance
to the *Republic*’s arguments is discussed at the end of Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 shows how deeply Plato’s account of love responds to the beauty
of human fragility, even while motivating us to abandon it for a more stable
beauty. In this way it prepares for Chapter 7’s argument that the *Phaedrus* questions
and modifies Plato’s earlier conception of value. I argue that the *Phaedrus* gives
a prominent place in the good life, both as instrumental means and as intrinsically
valuable components, to passionate relationships between individuals, relationships
that are by their very nature fragile. I assess Plato’s self-critical arguments and
this new account of human goodness.

The Aristotle section begins with a discussion of Aristotle’s philosophical
method, since his general views about the relationship between philosophical
theory and ordinary human belief play an important role in his treatment of ethical
problems. Chapter 9 examines Aristotle's account of 'voluntary' motion and action, asking what relationship to happenings in the world our movements must have in order for ethical attitudes and practices to be appropriately directed at them. Chapter 10 looks at the account of practical rationality that Aristotle relies on when he presents his anti-Platonic picture of human self-sufficiency, asking from what standpoint and by what procedures good Aristotelian ethical judgments are made. This chapter is, then, a counterpart to Chapter 5's account of Plato's epistemology of value; we shall see how Aristotle's different epistemology is associated with his different account of the content of human value. We shall also refer back to the Platonic ideal of ethical science first articulated in Chapter 4, asking what Aristotle means by his repeated claim that human practical reasoning is not and should not be scientific. Chapters 11 and 12 deal with the fragility of individual components of the best human life. They ask in what ways the Aristotelian best life is vulnerable to external happenings and how Aristotle argues that a life so vulnerable is, nonetheless, the best. Chapter 11 examines the vulnerability of good human activity in a general way; Chapter 12 looks at two particular cases of vulnerable good activity, namely political activity and personal love. Both chapters contain related discussion of the Aristotelian view of conflict among values. Transitional Interlude 2 then examines the implications of all of this for Aristotle's view of the role of tragedy and the tragic emotions in human learning. Chapter 13 returns to fifth-century tragedy with a reading of the Hecuba of Euripides, which shows the vulnerability of good character itself to corruption through chance reversal. Although its argument relies only upon contemporary fifth-century material, its placement at the end of the book will help to show the continuity between Aristotle's enterprise and the tragic tradition to which he himself ascribes such high importance.

The conception of ethical theory on which I rely, as I base this philosophical inquiry on the exegesis of historical texts, is, roughly, an Aristotelian one, the one that is explored and defended in Chapter 8. It holds that ethical theorizing proceeds by way of a reflective dialogue between the intuitions and beliefs of the interlocutor, or reader, and a series of complex ethical conceptions, presented for exploration. (This series, as Aristotle puts it, should ideally include the views of both 'the many' and 'the wise'.) Such an inquiry cannot get started without readers or interlocutors who are already brought up as people of a certain sort. Its aim is to arrive at an account of the values and judgments of people who already have definite attachments and intuitions; these must, ultimately, be the material of the inquiry. And yet this does not mean that the outcome of inquiry will be a mere repetition of the account of his or her view that the reader would have given at the start. For, as Aristotle stresses (and as Socrates showed before him), most people, when asked to generalize, make claims that are false to the complexity and the content of their actual beliefs. They need to learn what they really think. When, through work on the alternatives and through dialogue with one another, they have arrived at a harmonious adjustment of their beliefs, both singly and
in community with one another, this will be the ethical truth, on the Aristotelian understanding of truth: a truth that is anthropocentric, but not relativistic.* (In practice the search is rarely complete or thorough enough; so the resulting view will just be the best current candidate for truth.) To bridge the gap between belief and theory, it is frequently valuable to work from texts, leading the interlocutor through an elucidation and assessment of someone else's complex position – or, better, of several alternative positions – on the problem in question. This gives a degree of detachment from our theoretical prejudices; and if we make our selection of texts carefully enough we can hope to have explored the major alternatives.

Since the Greek material, however diverse, presents only some of the available ethical alternatives, and since important rival conceptions, above all Kant’s, will not be closely studied here, this project is only a small part of the larger Aristotelian project. It will become clear that the conclusions of this inquiry are conclusions that I find appealing. I believe, on the basis of my thought about these matters so far, that they have a strong claim to ethical truth, in the Aristotelian sense. But I do not claim that they represent the completion of this larger project.

If my method is Aristotelian, doesn’t this bias my whole inquiry in the direction of Aristotelian conclusions? If there is, as seems likely, a non-accidental connection between Aristotle’s procedures and their outcome, isn’t this just a confession that I am going to be heading towards this outcome? There is a deep problem here. The Aristotelian method claims to be fair to all the competing beliefs and conceptions: so in this sense it claims to be fair to Platonism. But Plato does not ascribe much value to this sort of even-handed fairness. He argues, first, that only a very few people are in a position to engage in serious ethical reflection and choice; the others should simply be told what to do. The standpoint from which correct judgments are made is one far removed from the situation of the ordinary human being. And, second, he holds that some ethical positions, for example some of the views developed in tragedy, are so harmful to the soul that they should not be considered at all by anyone in a well-ordered city. So in another sense any procedure that is so respectful and even-handed towards so many things and so many people, any procedure that holds his views up to ‘the many’, and side by side with the views of the tragic poets, cannot, perhaps, be fair to his views as he understands fairness.

My commitment to proceed in an Aristotelian way is as deep as any commitment I have; I could not possibly write or teach in another way.

* Both Aristotle and Socrates believe that the best articulation of each individual's internal system of beliefs will also be an account shared by all individuals who are capable of seriously pursuing the search for truth. This is so because they believe that the outstanding obstacles to communal agreement are deficiencies in judgment and reflection; if we are each led singly through the best procedures of practical choice, we will turn out to agree on the most important matters, in ethics as in science. I believe that this position is substantially correct. Although I shall not argue directly for it here, examples of the method at work and further discussions of the method as Aristotle defends it should show its force. Difficulties arising from disagreement concerning ‘the best procedures of practical choice’ and the threat of circularity these generate are discussed further in Chapters 5 and 10.
Furthermore, I offer, in Chapter 8, a defense of the method that is at least partially non-circular; I defend the remaining circularity as rich and interesting (Ch. 10); and in Chapter 5 I argue that Plato shares more of Aristotle's methodological concerns than this summary indicates. For now, I can only invite the reader to be sensitive, at each stage, to the ways in which my method influences the outcome. In this way, the Platonist challenge against the method itself can be more sympathetically assessed and its connection with Platonist conclusions better understood.

There is one obvious difference between the way in which some recent philosophers, for example Sidgwick and Rawls, have pursued an Aristotelian ethical inquiry and my procedure here. This is that I have chosen to consult certain texts, namely four tragic dramas, that are traditionally considered to be works of 'literature' rather than works of 'philosophy'. It is customary to take these to be texts of quite different sorts, bearing in quite different ways on human ethical questions.\(^{18}\) This was clearly not the view of the Greeks.\(^{19}\) For them there were human lives and problems, and various genres in both prose and poetry in which one could reflect about those problems. Indeed, epic and tragic poets were widely assumed to be the central ethical thinkers and teachers of Greece; nobody thought of their work as less serious, less aimed at truth, than the speculative prose treatises of historians and philosophers. Plato regards the poets not as colleagues in another department, pursuing different aims, but as dangerous rivals. His own creation of a way of writing that we deem 'philosophical' is linked with specific views about the good life and the human soul; we do his arguments against tragedy serious injustice by taking the distinction between philosophy and literature for granted and by assuming without argument that literary works are dispensable in an inquiry that aims at ethical truth. We shall discuss Plato's assault on the tragedians below, in the first Interlude; the issues are further pressed in several chapters, especially Chapters 2, 3, and 7, and Interlude 2. But we should make some preliminary remarks now about the importance of literary works for our study. (These remarks should not be read as taking the distinction itself for granted; they address themselves to our conventional grouping of texts, without endorsing it.) The classicist or the literary reader will probably be convinced in advance that these works have a serious claim to human truth and insight. But the reader who approaches the book from the perspective of a philosophical tradition (especially our Anglo-American tradition) will have unanswered questions. Why should this attempt to work through prominent alternative views on an ethical problem turn to dramatic poems instead of confining itself to the works of admitted philosophers? Why should a book that associates itself with the Aristotelianism of Sidgwick and Rawls use texts of a type that neither Sidgwick nor Rawls included within their examination of the ethical tradition? Aren't these texts really dispensable?

First, even if our aim were only to uncover the thought of Plato and Aristotle about our problems, it would be very important to examine the tradition of poetic
ethical reflection in which their work takes root and against which they define themselves. Nothing has emerged more clearly for me during my work on this book than the importance of viewing Plato’s thought, in particular, as a response to this complex cultural tradition, motivated by its problems and preoccupations. Furthermore, Plato’s writing so continually alludes to his poetic context in its choice of image, story, and turn of phrase that the meaning of many salient details is lost on us if we do not try to approach him in awareness of this context.

But I do not intend to study the tragedies only instrumentally, towards the end of a better understanding of Plato. Nor do I intend to study them only in order to record a background of popular thought against which the philosophers sought the truth. My Aristotelian method would in any case make a study of popular thought more directly relevant to the search for truth than many historians of Greek popular morality think it is. But such a systematic and comprehensive historical study, for a culture whose morality survives, for the most part, only through texts of literary excellence, presents enormous problems of evidence and is well beyond the scope of this book. I intend, then, to study the works of the tragic poets as Plato studied them: as ethical reflection in their own right, embodying in both their content and their style a conception of human excellence. In other words, although I shall certainly speak about the relationship of these works to the thought of the ‘many’ where this can be somehow ascertained, I shall regard them as creations of the ‘wise’, as works of distinction to which a culture looked for insight. For this procedure I can offer two different types of prima facie arguments. The first concerns the value of these texts for work on the particular ethical issues with which I am concerned here; the second will defend the value of texts similar to these for work on any ethical issue whatever.

Tragic poems, in virtue of their subject matter and their social function, are likely to confront and explore problems about human beings and luck that a philosophical text might be able to omit or avoid. Dealing, as they do, with the stories through which an entire culture has reflected about the situation of human beings and dealing, too, with the experiences of complex characters in these stories, they are unlikely to conceal from view the vulnerability of human lives to fortune, the mutability of our circumstances and our passions, the existence of conflicts among our commitments. All of these facts a philosophical work of the type most familiar in our tradition, one that does not focus intently on the stories of concrete characters, can lose from view in the pursuit of systematic considerations or to the end of greater purity. This has frequently happened, both in the Greek tradition and in our own. In order to illustrate this point I shall, in the following chapter, juxtapose the reflections of two Greek tragedies on practical conflict with the purported solutions to this problem offered in several recent philosophical texts, whose influence has combined with the influence of Plato to distance many thinkers from the tragic views. This juxtaposition will help us both to see the tragedies more clearly and to recover for ourselves a motive for turning to tragedy. If our desire is to explore alternative conceptions and if the tragic, by its nature, presents a distinctive perspective concerning these issues,
then this is by itself reason to be suspicious of conventional disciplinary boundaries and to consider tragic poetry as, itself, a part of ethical investigation.

It is not, however, a sufficient reason. For the aim of providing reflection about luck with this complex and concrete content might be satisfied by the use, inside traditional philosophical discourse, of examples drawn from tragic poetry or myth. We must do more to show why we want, instead, to read the tragedies whole and to discuss them in all their poetic complexity. Is there, then, in the very fact that they are complex tragic poems some possibility for a distinctive contribution to our inquiry? Much of this must emerge from the chapters. But we can say provisionally that a whole tragic drama, unlike a schematic philosophical example making use of a similar story, is capable of tracing the history of a complex pattern of deliberation, showing its roots in a way of life and looking forward to its consequences in that life. As it does all of this, it lays open to view the complexity, the indeterminacy, the sheer difficulty of actual human deliberation. If a philosopher were to use Antigone’s story as a philosophical example, he or she would, in setting it out schematically, signal to the reader’s attention everything that the reader ought to notice. He would point out only what is strictly relevant. A tragedy does not display the dilemmas of its characters as pre-articulated; it shows them searching for the morally salient; and it forces us, as interpreters, to be similarly active. Interpreting a tragedy is a messier, less determinate, more mysterious matter than assessing a philosophical example; and even when the work has once been interpreted, it remains unexhausted, subject to reassessment, in a way that the example does not. To invite such material into the center of an ethical inquiry concerning these problems of practical reason is, then, to add to its content a picture of reason’s procedures and problems that could not readily be conveyed in some other form.

Here again, it is not clear that this constitutes a sufficient argument for the use of tragic poems in our inquiry. For as we examine the Platonic and Aristotelian conceptions (someone might say) we could surely hold them up for assessment, if not only against schematic examples, then also against the data of each reader’s own experience. For that experience surely will have all the indeterminacy and difficulty that is relevant for an inquiry that asks how much difficulty there really is in our ethical relationship to luck. (We might put this question in historical terms by asking why Aristotle, who insists on the central role of experience in practical wisdom, should also insist on the importance of tragic poems as a part of each citizen’s moral education; this we shall do in Interlude 2.) Certainly an important part of the search for truth here will be each reader’s testing of the text against his own ethical experience and intuitions. But, unlike each person’s experience, the tragic poem is available equally to all readers as they consult about the good life. It is, furthermore, a carefully crafted working-through of a human story, designed to bring certain themes and questions to each reader’s attention. It can therefore advance the conversation among readers that is necessary to the completion of the Aristotelian project, whose aims are ultimately defined in terms of a ‘we’, of people who wish to live together and share a conception of value.
A tragic poem will be sufficiently distant from each reader's experience not to bring to the fore bias and divisive self-interest; and yet (if we do the hard historical work required to bring out the extent to which we do and do not share the perplexities of the Greeks*) it can count as a shared extension of all readers' experience. It can, then, promote self-inquiry while also facilitating cooperative discussion. In short, it has all the advantages for which we turned to texts, to the 'wise', in the first place, in addition to the special ones that are contributed by its poetic character.

Tragic poetry, then, can bring to an inquiry about luck and human goodness a distinctive content that might be missed if we confined ourselves to conventionally admitted philosophical texts; it will make this contribution best if studied at length in all of its poetic complexity. This content is not separable from its poetic style. To become a poet was not regarded by the Greeks, nor should it be regarded by us, as an ethically neutral matter. Stylistic choices— the selection of certain metres, certain patterns of image and vocabulary— are taken to be closely bound up with a conception of the good. We, too, should be aware of these connections. As we ask which ethical conception we find most compelling, we should ask what way or ways of writing most appropriately express our aspiration to be humanly rational beings.

And this brings us to our second line of argument. For we can now begin to see reasons why poetic works might be indispensable to an Aristotelian ethical project, even independently of our specific ethical questions. Our Anglo-American philosophical tradition has tended to assume that the ethical text should, in the process of inquiry, converse with the intellect alone; it should not make its appeal to the emotions, feelings, and sensory responses. Plato explicitly argues that ethical learning must proceed by separating the intellect from our other merely human parts; many other writers proceed on this assumption, with or without sharing Plato's intellectualistic ethical conception. The conversation we have with a work of tragic poetry is not like this. Our cognitive activity, as we explore the ethical conception embodied in the text, centrally involves emotional response. We discover what we think about these events partly by noticing how we feel; our investigation of our emotional geography is a major part of our search for self-knowledge. (And even this puts matters too intellectualistically: for we shall be arguing that emotional response can sometimes be not just a means to practical

* The answer to this question cannot be given all at once, but can only emerge out of the work on particular cases. I shall simply assert here my belief that Nietzsche was correct in thinking that a culture grappling with the widespread loss of Judæo-Christian religious faith could gain insight into its own persisting intuitions about value by turning to the Greeks. When we do not try to see them through the lens of Christian beliefs we can not only see them more truly; we can also see how true they are to us — that is, to a continuous historical tradition of human ethical experience that has not been either displaced or irreversibly altered by the supremacy of Christian (and Kantian) teaching. The problems of human life with which this book deals have not altered very much over the centuries; and if we do not feel required to depict the Greek responses to them as primitive by contrast to something else, we can see how well the Greeks articulate intuitions and responses that human beings have always had to these problems. We will see the element of continuity best, however, if we are careful to point out the respects in which history has altered the face of the problem.
knowledge, but a constituent part of the best sort of recognition or knowledge
of one's practical situation.24)

It is often simply assumed that this fact about tragic poetry in particular, literary
texts in general, makes these texts inappropriate for use inside a serious ethical
inquiry. Even Iris Murdoch, one of the few contemporary Anglo-American
philosophers who is also a distinguished literary writer, claims that the philosophical
style, the style that seeks truth and understanding rather than mere entertainment,
will be pure of non-intellectual appeals:

Of course philosophers vary and some are more 'literary' than others, but I am tempted
to say that there is an ideal philosophical style which has a special unambiguous plainness
and hardness about it, an austere unselfish candid style. A philosopher must try to explain
exactly what he means and avoid rhetoric and idle decoration. Of course this need not
exclude wit and occasional interludes; but when the philosopher is as it were in the front
line in relation to his problem I think he speaks with a certain cold clear recognizable
voice.25

Murdoch seems to assume that there is a philosophical style that is content-neutral,
suitable for the fair investigation of all alternative conceptions. She assumes as
well that this style is the style of plain hard reason, pure of appeals to emotion
and sense. This idea, dominant in our philosophical tradition, can be traced back
at least as far as Locke, who writes that the rhetorical and emotive elements of
style are rather like a woman: amusing and even delightful when kept in their
place, dangerous and corrupting if permitted to take control. But such assumptions
simply put aside a question about the nature of the search for wisdom: what parts
of the person does, should, it engage, and how are these interrelated? Plato, the
main creator of the style that Murdoch describes, did not put aside this question.
He believed that the 'plain', 'hard' style expressed a definite ethical conception,
and that fairness to a different conception required a different style. If this is true,
an Aristotelian inquiry cannot claim to have been fair to all of the alternatives
so long as its own style, and its choice of style in texts, expresses, throughout,
a conception of rational inquiry in which emotion and imagination play, at best,
a decorative and subsidiary role. If we allow these elements of our personality
to play a role in the conversation – and we can most easily do this by examining
texts that call upon them – then we will be more likely to have a full and balanced
assessment of the ethical alternatives.

We encounter here, as we did when we spoke of method, a deep difficulty. For
this inquiry is itself a piece of writing and must choose how to make its appeal
to, establish its conversation with, the reader. As we read texts that vary in style
we must select, ourselves, a way to write about them; this writing, like the choice
of texts, will have an important influence on the nature of that conversation. It
is tempting to allow ourselves to be drawn into a familiar skeptical argument.
If we are to adjudicate between competing conceptions of learning and writing,
as embodied in poetic and philosophical texts, we need a criterion, in our own
writing, that will allow us to make an unbiased judgment. But in order to know
what sort of inquiry, what sort of writing, will provide the criterion of
adjudication, we must already have settled the question in favor of one conception or another. We can inquire either in the hard 'philosophical' style or in a mode of writing that lies closer to poetry and makes its appeal to more than one 'part' of the person; or we can use different styles in different parts of the inquiry. But no way is neutral, and it looks as if any choice will prejudice the inquiry in its own favor.

It is obviously fatal to accept this demand for an Archimedean point and for a pure, uninterpretative, translucent art of writing. No such point and no such art are available to us, either here or with respect to other related questions. And yet, as in the case of method, the critic is making a fair request insofar as he or she demands greater self-consciousness as we proceed. If objectivity is to be attained here, it must be by patient explicitness about the possible sources of bias in the inquiry. Too many inquiries into the philosophical value of the literary get derailed at the start by working exclusively, and without examination, in a conventionally philosophical style which strongly indicates that the inquirer knows ahead of time what rationality is and how to express it in writing. The best way of approaching this issue that now seems to me to be within my power as a writer is to attempt to vary the way of writing so that it will be appropriate to the ethical conception to which it responds in each case; to try to show in my writing the full range of my responses to the texts and to evoke similar responses in the reader. There are limits to this. I hope that the writing as a whole exemplifies certain virtues to which I am committed; and I have not, in thinking how to write, tried to give equal time to the opposites of those virtues, for example to stinginess and cautious retentiveness. As in the case of method, some commitments are too deep to be regarded from a perspective of neutrality. The book's stylistic flexibility is limited, too, by the fact that I am obviously writing reflective criticism about poetry, rather than poetry itself (cf. Interlude 2). My writing, then, will remain always committed to the critical faculties, to clarity and close argument. It will also make explicit many connections that remain implicit in the poems. But I also try to deal with tragic (and Platonic) images and dramatic situations in such a way that the reader will feel, as well as think, their force. If, then, I sometimes write 'poetically' it is because I have decided that no other way of writing could at this point be as fair to the claims of the text and the conception being investigated.

The reader who wishes to trace these questions of style through the book will find them discussed in several chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 comment throughout on the contributions made by tragic form and style to the investigation of our problems. Interlude 1 examines Plato's positive debt to tragic drama and his reasons for breaking with this style. Chapter 6 continues these reflections, showing how the Symposium links its participants' views of eros with their stylistic views and choices. Chapter 7 argues that in the Phaedrus Plato's change of ethical position is accompanied by changes in the theory and practice of writing. This chapter continues the discussion of Plato's explicit criticism of the poets that was begun in Interlude 1, showing how the Phaedrus responds to those criticisms. Finally, Interlude 2, in the Aristotle section, returns to these issues, showing how
Aristotle's criticism of Plato's ethical views is closely linked to a high regard for tragic style and tragic action as sources of ethical learning.

We can now sketch, in a proleptic way, some of the concrete results of this juxtaposition of the philosophical texts with some of their literary predecessors. This can most vividly be done by situating them in relation to the claims of two recent studies. In his recent survey of the history of Greek philosophy, Bernard Williams concludes a section on the ethical thought of Plato and Aristotle with some remarks about luck and rational self-sufficiency:

A deeper sense of exposure to fortune is expressed elsewhere in Greek literature, above all in tragedy. There the repeated references to the insecurity of happiness get their force from the fact that the characters are displayed as having responsibilities, or pride, or obsessions, or needs, on a scale which lays them open to disaster in corresponding measure, and that they encounter those disasters in full consciousness. A sense of such significances, that what is great is fragile and that what is necessary may be destructive, which is present in the literature of the fifth century and earlier, has disappeared from the ethics of the philosophers, and perhaps altogether from their minds... Greek philosophy, in its sustained pursuit of rational self-sufficiency, does turn its back on kinds of human experience and human necessity of which Greek literature itself offers the purest, if not the richest, expression.

If there are features of the ethical experience of the Greek world which can not only make sense to us now, but make better sense than many things we find nearer to hand, they are not all to be found in its philosophy. Granted the range, the power, the imagination and inventiveness of the Greek foundation of Western philosophy, it is yet more striking that we can take seriously, as we should, Nietzsche's remark: 'Among the greatest characteristics of the Hellenes is their inability to turn the best into reflection.'

Williams's claims fit well with some of the arguments I have already given for the inclusion of tragedies in this study. But if he were right the study could end with those three chapters: for the philosophers, intent upon the pursuit of self-sufficiency in a way that he elsewhere calls 'bizarre', simply fail to feel the force of tragic problems and the pull of tragic values. These problems and values have altogether 'disappeared' from their work.

The continuity between Greek tragedy and Greek philosophy on these questions is, however, far greater than Williams has allowed. On the one hand, inside tragedy itself we find arresting portrayals of the human ambition to rational self-sufficiency; we come to understand the ways in which problems of exposure motivate this ambition. On the other, Plato's philosophical search for a self-sufficient good life is motivated by a keen sense of these same problems. Far from having forgotten about what tragedy describes, he sees the problems of exposure so clearly that only a radical solution seems adequate to their depth. Nor is he naive about the costs of this solution. I shall argue that in dialogues such as *Protagoras* and *Symposium* he acknowledges that the attainment of self-sufficiency will require giving up much of human life and its beauty, as we empirically know it. I shall argue, too, that in later works Plato develops a deep criticism of the
ambition to self-sufficiency itself; this criticism continues the criticism of human
ambition that we find in tragedy (cf. Ch. 7, esp. n. 36). In Part III I shall then
show how Aristotle attempts to satisfy some of the claims of ambition without
a tragic loss in specifically human value. He articulates a conception of self-
sufficiency that is appropriate to a limited human life and, with it, a view of human
value that is closely related to elements of the picture that we will have discovered
in the tragedies. The conclusion ought to be that the Greeks did, pace Nietzsche,
turn their best into reflection – in all of its range and complexity.

In another recent study of Greek ideas about practical reason, the perspective
appears to be reversed. In *Les Ruses de l'intelligence: la métis des Grecs*,28 Jean-Pierre
Vernant and Marcel Detienne agree with Williams that Greek philosophy fails
to give an adequate account of the exposure of human value and human reason
to luck; they agree with him that certain very important areas of human life are
completely absent from the minds of the philosophers, areas that are better
characterized in non-philosophical texts. But there the similarity ends. For while
Williams believes the philosophical tradition to be obsessed with the pursuit of
practical self-sufficiency, Detienne and Vernant believe this to be the obsessive
aim of the extra-philosophical tradition. They argue that there are in Greek
thought two distinct and opposed conceptions of human reason. There is the
speculative reason of the philosophers, which concerns itself with stable objects
and with abstract contemplation. This reason does not need to worry about
exposure and control, since its objects are from the beginning invulnerably stable.
Indeed, it has no practical concerns at all. (They never suggest that practical
worries provided the original motivation for the philosophers' position.) On the
other hand, there is the practical reason of generations of extra-philosophical texts,
a versatile and resourceful type of intelligence that concerns itself with mutable
objects and with a world of concrete particulars. The goal of this type of reason,
which they associate with the word 'métis' (as well as with related words such
as 'dolos' and 'technē') is, using clever stratagems, to subdue and master the elusive
objects of the external world. Salient images for this aim are images of hunting
and trapping, fishing and snaring, yoking, binding. This account of the aims of
extra-philosophical reason resembles Williams's account of the philosophers' goal:
what is sought is self-sufficiency, the elimination of the power of ungoverned luck.
Detienne and Vernant do insist on the elusiveness of mastery; the images suggest
that, even achieved, it will often be unstable and of short duration. But they insist
that for the tradition it is reason's single most valued goal and an unequivocally
fine thing.

My account will differ from theirs in two ways. First, I shall argue that the
Platonic conception of the life of reason, including its emphasis upon stable and
highly abstract objects, is itself a direct continuation of an aspiration to rational
self-sufficiency through the 'trapping' and 'binding' of unreliable features of the
world that is repeatedly dramatized in pre-Platonic texts. Plato's own images for
his philosophical endeavor reveal that he himself saw this continuity of aim. But
at the same time I shall argue that this ongoing picture of reason is not, in the
Greek tradition, the only salient model of reason in its relation to luck. What both *metis* and Platonic self-sufficiency omit is a picture of excellence that is shown to us in the traditional image of *aretē* as plant: a kind of human worth that is inseparable from vulnerability, an excellence that is in its nature other-related and social, a rationality whose nature it is *not* to attempt to seize, hold, trap, and control, in whose values openness, receptivity, and wonder play an important part. We shall find, I believe, that at every stage in the chronological development, the picture of reason as hunter is opposed, criticized, constrained by variants of this other picture, which urge on us the value of just that exposure that *metis* seeks to eliminate. (This, I believe, is the point that Williams finds in tragedy: the recognition not just of the *fact* of exposure, but also of its *value.*) In this picture hunting and trapping are not merely *difficult*: they are inappropriate aims for a human life (cf. Ch. 7, n. 36).

Lists are no substitutes for argument; these associations will all be further explored in our arguments; but a list may help us to keep our eye on the continuously developing imagery in these two normative conceptions of human practical rationality:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agent as hunter, trapper, male</td>
<td>agent as plant, child, female (or with elements of both male and female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent as purely active</td>
<td>agent as both active and passive/receptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aim: uninterrupted activity, control; elimination of the power of the external</td>
<td>aim: activity and receptivity; limited control balanced by limited risk; living well within a world in which the external has power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soul as hard, impenetrable</td>
<td>soul as soft, porous, though with a definite structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trust reposed only in the immutable and altogether stable</td>
<td>trust reposed in the mutable and unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intellect as pure sunlight</td>
<td>intellect as flowing water, given and received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solitary good life</td>
<td>good life along with friends, loved ones, and community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the reader keeps some of these oppositions in mind* they may help to bring together the material in the different parts – showing, among other things, how thoroughly rooted Plato’s imagery is in its cultural tradition. My argument will be, very roughly, that tragedy articulates both norms, *A* and *B*, criticizing *A* with reference to the specifically human value contained only in *B*; that Plato, finding the risks involved in *B* intolerable, develops a remarkable version of *A*, and then

* It is important to notice that *B* is not the polar opposite of *A*: it is the balanced combination of the elements stressed and cultivated in *A* with the elements that *A* avoids and shuns.
himself criticizes it as lacking in some important human values; that Aristotle articulates and defends a version of B, arguing that it meets our deepest practical intuitions about the proper relationship to luck for a being who is situated between beast and god and who can see certain values that are available to neither.30